We note there are three outputs
available. A ramp output from Q4, an
out-of-phase ramp output from Q3 and
a square wave from Q6. If we take the
Q6 output, we have our square wave. If
we take either the Q3 or Q4 output, we
have our ramp. Now, if we take the dif
ference between Q3 and Q4, we gel a
triangle wave. And finally, if we take
f rence between Q3 and Q4 and
the dife
round olfthe sharp corners, we come up
with a sinewave.
Changing frequency

We can obviously change fre
quency by changing capacitor values,
for the charging time for a constant cur
rent is directly proportional to how big
a capacitor you hang on the circuit. So,
looking at Fig. 3, we switch select a se
ries of capacitors that are decade mul
tiples (lOX) of each other. This takes
care of range switching.
To get a 10: I vernier range, we
have to somehow change the value of
the current source at the boltom of the
circuit. We can't change what's inside
an Ie, but we can add to or subtract
from this current by sourcing or sinking
some extra current at pin 13. We do this
with an external potentiometer and cur-

when we get to the sinewave output,
anything but a 5�50 duty cycle will give
us a bunch of second harmonic dis
tortion in a hurry. So, we set up a high
impedance pot and some big resistors
(R21,R22,R23 of Fig. 6) around Q I and
Q2 to give us a symmetry control that
leIS us touch things up to an exactly 5050 duty cycle.
If we shunt a bunch of current
around one side, we get a very low duty
cycle. This is how we get our pulse wave
form. Weusethesquare-waveoutput, but
we unbalance things badly enough to get
a 1:50r 20:80 dutycycle. By the way, this
also changes frequency, so the dial read
ings for the pulse output will be around
half the actual pulse repetition rate.
So, the wave generator directly
generates a square wave and a pair of
out-of-phase ramp waveforms. If we
take the difference between the ramps,
we get a triangle wave. If we polish the
tops of the triangle wave, we get a sine
wave. Finally, if we pick the square
wave and unbalance the symmetry, we
get a pulse output
Wave shaping

The shaping circuit of Fig. 5-b is
called a variable-gain differential ampli-

FUNCTION GENERATOR
source that generates sine, triangle,
waveforms from 1 Hz to 1 MHz.

by DON LANCASTER

rent-limiting resistor. In the middle of
the range, the pot does nothing. Make it
more negative, and it adds to the avail
able circuit current, and thus increases
frequency. Make it more positive, and it
steals some of the available current,
leaving less for the circuit and lowering
the frequency. We gel a 10: I operating
range with reasonable care, and, ex
cept for some pot loading, the voltage
versus frequency curve is very
linear.
We can also shunt some cur
rent around Q I and Q2 and get
some added features. Nor
mally the currents through
Q I and Q2 are very nearly
50-50, but they can go one
way or the other by a few 0.
percent. This makes the
square wave slightly
asymmetrical, which
•
i s n't t o o b a d .
Trouble i s that

ddtl/O
: m
�tt1Ie/IlICS
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i
fier. The ga n is controlled by resistor
f rence between the two
Rx, and the dife

input signals gets amplified and appears
f rential amplifier is
as an output. A dife
a linear amplifier for small input signals
or low gains. Its also a limiter or clipper
for large input signals or high gains, for
you can get no more current out than is
available at the bottom of the circuit,
nor less than zero. Converted to volt
ages across the load resistor, this means
you get a smooth clipping or clamping
action for high inpul levels or high
gains.
So, we change both the gain and
drive level to improve upon our basic
waveforms. Triangle and ramp are sent
through at low level and low gain; they
come out the way they went in. The dif
ferential amplifier nicely converts the
two out-of-phase ramps into a uniform
triangular wave. For square and pulse,
f rential
we heavily overdrive the dife
amplifier and run the gain up very high.
This gives us a constant amplitude, lots
of output, and sharp rise and fall times
for these waveforms.
For the sine wave, we use a moder
ate amount of gain and start with a
triangle wave generated as the differ
ence between the two ramps. What this

does is knock the sharp cornen off the
triangle waveshape, giving us the famil·
iar sinewave shape, with a distortion
typically around 2%. This technique is
far simpler than those normally used in
function generators, and this level of
distortion is not even noticeable for
anything but critical audio testing.
Biasing is critical on any differ·
ential amplifier. Both inputs must be re
turned to the same de level, or the circuit
goes into limiting and ignores the input
signal due to the unbalance in currents
caused by improper biasing.
There are two ways we use the dif
ferential amplifier in the Radio-EI«
tronies function generator. For triangle
and sine, we connect the inputs directly
to the ramp and out-of-phase ramp outputs. These are both at the same de
level and thus give us proper bias. At
the same time, the differential amplifier
takes the difference between these two
waveforms, generating a triangle wave
at low gain and a rounded top triangle
approximation to a sine wave at higher
gain.
The rest of the waveshapes must be
capacitor-coupled. To do this, we return
both inputs of the differential amplifier
to ground and bypass one input. This
gives us a single-ended amplifier into
which we can couple these square,
pulse, and ramp inputs. We run the
ramp at low gain, so the same signal
comes out we put in. In square and
pulse, we run very high gain by shorting
RK• This gives us a bigger output with
completely fiat tops and fast risetimes.
Two small refinements complete the
square and pulse coupling. The cou
pling capacitor is a compromise, since
one that gives no droop on the I-Hz
range also gives objectionably long
transients on the higher ranges as fre
quency is suddenly changed. To beat
this, we use a relatively small coupling
capacitor C6 for the higher ranges and
switch in a larger CIO for the I-Hz
range. The pulse waveform has a large
de component due to its duty cycle. If
we capacitor-coupie, we end up with
linear amplification on the bottom of
the pulse and limiting on the top. This
reduces pulse amplitude, but worse yet,
it makes the bottom noisy and rounds
the edges of the rise and fall times. To
beat this, we purposely unbalance the
dife
f rential amplifier slightly with R27,
but only during pulse operation. This
nicely limits both the bottom and the
top of the pulse, giving us an output as
big and as clean as the square-wave.

in the square and pulse modes since the
shaper heavily limits, and you get a con
stant output level. The problem isn't 100
bad in triangle and ramp, but in the sine
position, the waveshape changes pretty
drastically as you reduce the amplitude,
giving you "pointy" sinewaves at the
high end of any frequency range. To
beat this, we raise the gain of the shaper
slightly al the far end of the frequency
pot. The drop in input amplitude gets
made up by the increase in shaper gain,
and the OUiput sine wave amplitude and
waveshape stays constant over the pol's
range.
Since the pot's going the wrong

r--i

.

vernier a djus ted over any one decade.

Overall accuracy 2-5'1(,
FUNCTIONS:

Sine,

Triangle,

Square,

Pulse, and Ramp
AMPLITUDE: Variable 0-2 volts

Sine,

Square, Pulse: 0-1.75 volts Triangle and
Ramp. TIL compalable output using
+

O.�volt baseline offset.

OFFSET: In DC Mode, adjustable from -2
to + 2 volt s giving high, centered, or

low baseline. Capacitor coupled In ac
mode.
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There is a slight change of wave
generator output amplitude when we
operate over a 10: I current range. Most
obvious is a dropoff at the high current,
high frequency and caused by larger
drops in Q3 and Q4. The high-end volt
age drop gets eliminated automatically
RAOID-ELECTRONICS

Hz 10 1 Mhz,

pushbutton selected by decades and
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PARALLEL SEE TEXT.
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SPECIFICATIONS

DISTORTION:

SIngle

frequency

way to do us any good, we invert it with
a transistor and use Ihis conlrol voltage
to sical a small amount of the sha�r's
current source. This increases the sha
per gain as R� is now smaller with re

sine

walle, less than 2�; 3% 01l8f vernier
range.

DUTY CYCLES: Pulse 20% typical: Square

spect to the circuit currents than it was

adjustable to 50%. Dial calibr ation not

before. By keeping the transistor satu
rated for part of the pot's range, we
don't start any correction till we need it.

accurate on pulse range.
OUTPUT IMPEDANCE: 70 Ohms. Zener
protected

SIZE: 2Y:t"

x

5"

case.

x

More and morc gain is added as we gcl
to the end of the pot. looking ahead al

6Yz": grey Impact plastic

Fig.

WEIGHT: 2 pounds

6, we see that R3 l and R32 decide

how much

MODULATION: None In basic unIt; AM,

gain we add at the high

while the ratio of R29 to R30 decides
in the pot's rotation the gain cor
rection is to begin.

FM, veo, rem ote gain, keying, etc. afB
easily added 10 the basic circuit.

when

We can also injttt signals here for am·
plitude modulation, remote volume
control. keying, etc. If we like. The cir
cuit is a true multiplier, which means it
doubles as a balanced modulator. The
circuit works by letting both the input
and the control provide only a fraction
of the available current to the output.
Since the two fractions are cascaded. the

product of the

input and control appean
at the output. Polarity may be con

trolled by revening the difference in
VOltage on the control inputs. Zero dif·
ference gives zero gain, and one volt
gives full gain, the polarity of the input

FlO. 2-(1-") BLOCK DIAGRAM OF GENERATOR
The one IC doel the lIon'l IftIri ot the -'t.

IIlv" In _rill look II how the unit

FIG. 3-(bottom '-ttl RANGE.SWITCHING CIRCUIT II on I HplJIIi printeck:lrcull

locking pWtHIuI10n Iwltcll, IhII mounll on

end,

We control the gain with an elec
tronic modulator as shown in Fig. s.c.

ttlil boIni,

II

used.

�....

boIni. An Inter

AG. 4-(be1ow) FUNCTION-SELECTOR SWITCH formI lnotMr luban«nbtJ on I MPllrate
board. Apln In IntertocIdng pulhbutton Iwttch II u.td Ind II � on !hi baIInt.

cIrcuit

determining which side of the wave
shape ends up on top. The electronic
gain control is internally directly con·
nected to the shaper; all we have to do
is connect up an external gain control or
signal. Note that no waveforms have 10
travel through the pot and we can easily
and safely use long leads without worry·
ingaboul high frequency response falling
off and causing misleading conclusions
from the tests you are performing.

,
o--Lo

o

Output buHer

o

0

A Darlington dife
f rential amplifier
converts the output signal to one with
enough current drive to handle a short
circuit or another low.impedance load

,-

without damage. To adjust the ofsf et, or
how much dc we get OUI in addition to

---,

Ihe waveshape, we capacitor-couple the
buffer's input and add a variable bias

SINE

s-;:b

0

that we control with the offset poten
tiometer. We also provide an output
coupling capacitor that we short out

'28
12K
TRIANGLE

SI-<:

,
0
"
"
�

=

•
0
•

0

PULSE

"

,
o--Lo

0

when we want variable offset and insert
for ac work.

0

Circuit 01 the generator
The complete schematic is shown
c
•
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•
0
•
z
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,

•
0

"

SQUARE

,
00--'<>

shape, while R19 and R20 together con
trol the sine waveshape. R2l to R23
provide the symmetry control, while
Ri3 controls offset. Square, pulse. and
ramp coupling is handled by C6, helped
along C 10 on the I-Hz range. R27
switches in only during pulse operalion

0
'"
1 MEG

SI-6STATION4POT
INTERLOCKING All
SECTIONS SHOWN IN
" UP" POSITION

Pots R9 and RII put limits on the fre
quency control, so we can calibrate the
upper and lower frequencies on the
dial. Seleclor SI picks the function we
wanl and controls power to the + 10.-10
volt conventional Zener supply.
R19 controls the triangle wave

�

�
51·'

in Figs. 3, 4 and 6. Capacilors el l 10
C 16 select Ihe decade frequency ranges,
while R17 selects the vernier frequency
and drives amplitude compensator Q I.

-¥

c�FC4
; -""
,,.�-1
22K

3O"F

"GNO"

o--::J...
':'

CONNECT TO FRONT
PANEL AT J2 WITH
HEAVV WIRE

to give a good pulse waveform.
The switching may seem com·
plicated, but its really simple. partic
ularly since the switches mounl directly
on the board, SI-a controls the ac
power. If this button is up. the power is
on. S I·b handles the sine wave. It first
connects the shaper differentially to Ihe
SEPTEMBER 1972
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+10

16

ramp and out-or-pbase ramp outputs to
generate a triangle wave. Then it
switches in enough gain increase in the
shaper with R20 to give the sine wave
output. Finally, i t prevents R22 rrom
getting into the circuit R22 is used to
bias the shape.
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C6-3"F, &.voIt tantalum
C8-6000"F, l(>.volt electrolytic
Cl0-SO"F, &'volt tantalum
Cl1-Two parallel capacltonl, 2400 pf, 2"
CI2-Two pat.llel eapacllors, :022"F, 2')6.
C12_Two parallel capacllors. 0.24"F, 2"
CI4-Two parallel capaeltors. 2.4"F. 2"
CI S- Two parallel eapacllors. 24 pro 2'!110
CI 6--Two parallel c�ora, 240"F, 2"
Cl1--C1611alue Ihown Is total capacitance
See October !nue lor eapacltor selection deC17--30-,.F. 1 2-voll electrolytic
C1B-O.l,E
. . disc ceramic
01.02-5l1loon powar diode. 1 amp. SO PIV,
lN4001 or equlv.
03,04-lo-yoll Zener. lN4140 or equivalent
05-11S- to 2Q.volt Zener, lN4144 or equivalent

GAIN CHARACTERISTIC

6

A

II
�

PARTS UST
Cl_l"F, 400 wotts. mylar
C2,C7-o.22 "F. mylar
C3,C9-500"F, 12·voIt electrolytic

C4.CS-lOOO"F,25-¥0Il alectrolytlc

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN

RIO

and parts placement diagram••

R-E

�

"

CURRENT

Ne.t month we will conclude the

.tory by pre..nUng the remaining .xt on
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tCl-XA·205 Funetlon Ganefator IC (Exu)
Jl J2-lS-way binding posta, 1 black. 1 blu e
a1-2N5129 tranal,tor, a]!leon npn
Rl,R2S,A26--22.000 ohmt, 'A watt
R2.A3,A211-4100 ohma
R4.A31.R32-41,OOO ohm.
A5,R21.A22.A30--10,OOO ohms
A6.R24-12 ohm.
R1-15OO ohms
R8-33.000 ohms
R9--I000 ohm. up!'lght PC potenllometar
Rl0-680 ohma, 'A watt
Al1_1000 ohm. u pright PC potentiometer
AI2,AI8_330 ohms, V. watt
AI3-SO,OOO ohma linear potentiometer with
spat pull swlteh
R14_5OOO ohm. linear polentkmletar
AIS.AI6-100 ohma, � watt
R17-IOOO ohma linear potentkmleter
R19-5OOO ohms upright PC potentlomeler
A20--5000 ohm. upright PC potentiometer
R23-250.ooo u p!'ight PC potenllometer
A26-1000 ohma, V. watt
A21-1 megohm. V. watt
51,S2_1x Itatlon, .wOT Interlocking
S�pJt puU awiteh on A13
Tl-Powet transformer: 20le
l t @ 60 mAo PC
mount. Signal PC-2o-60

.

MISC: Main, Selector, and Range PC boWca,
punched !Tont I*neI: Impact pI.. ll e
c:.H; li n e coni; IN" k� (2); .kh1ed
2V." knob with tpael a l c:.lltnt1on; ft.
cable or wtrt"'ll �; caPKllor Clip;
no tkld r..t; fuM ellpa; PC lerml,*t;
angl e brKkltt (4); InDW'IlIng halrdw_:
pIa.tIc machl___ lor front panel;
mylar button callouta; ground lug; ....;.
•....,Ing; .older.
NOTE:

The Ioitowt"'lla,. ayallable 1l'0I'II South

_I TeehnleaJ ProducU, 211 W..'
R�, San Antonio, Taxa., 11218
s.t 01 th.... PC boanta, .tched and drilled FOb,
$8.25
Complete kit 01 all above I*rta FG.l, S31.15
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